Case Study

Application Delivery Management

World Wide
Technology

World Wide Technology speeds time-to-market with Micro Focus®
ALM Octane testing. Leading systems integrator advances its
DevOps transformation with a unified tool that can be used by
all teams.
Overview

Founded in 1990, World Wide Technology
(WWT) has grown from a small product reseller into a technology solution provider with
$10.4 billion in annual revenue and 4,600 employees. It serves the technology needs of
large public and private organizations around
the globe, including many of the world’s bestknown brands.
At WWT’s Advanced Technology Center, more
than 100 racks of equipment are used for testing big data, collaboration, computing and
cloud, mobility, networking, security, software
and storage solutions.

“Everybody is willing to use the
Micro Focus ALM Octane tool and
that means that we can understand
all the work that is coming in and
going out. We know how long it takes
and if we have a defect, we can track
it back to the source code.”
Walter Whitaker

Quality Assurance Manager
World Wide Technology

Challenge

WWT’s biggest challenge is that it is doubling in size every four years and it used to be
a horizontal organization, where teams were
not working together. To support growth, it
needed to switch to being more vertical so a
unified tool was required. The entire workforce
had to have all the resources they needed to
complete each test project and speed up
time-to-market.
“If you look at our IT department, 50% of the
people weren’t even there three years ago,
so the only way that we can scale is through
technologies, which is why we’ve gone aggressively into agile and DevOps methodology,” says Walter Whitaker, quality assurance
manager at WWT. “We need tools that all the
different people on the team can use so, for
example, you no longer have QA people just
using a QA tool.
“QA people loved using our previous tool, but
when it came to the developers the solution
wasn’t working. Just about all our developers
use Macs, which meant they had to spin up
a Citrix instance in order to get into the tool.
The customer experience with that tool was
not what we needed it to be and the delivery
team didn’t feel that it added much value.”

At a Glance
■■ Industry

Software & Technology

■■ Location

United States

■■ Challenge

Streamline development and test processes
to speed up time-to-market and improve
product quality.

■■ Products and Services

Application Lifecycle Management Octane

■■ Results

++ Two-month production times reduced to
one week
++ Target to further reduce them to every hour
with up to 10 deployments a day
++ Vision of push-button deployment with total
automation of test pipeline
++ Cost saving and automatic upgrades with
SaaS model

“The best part of using the Micro Focus ALM Octane
SaaS solution is that it’s automatically updated with new
features every six weeks and I have noticed no instability
due to these upgrades. It allows us to focus on quality
assurance rather than maintaining the application.”
Walter Whitaker

Quality Assurance Manager
World Wide Technology

Solution

WWT embarked on an aggressive DevOps
transformation and having seen a demonstration of Micro Focus ALM Octane at an Micro
Focus Discover event, Whitaker realized that it
addressed many of the challenges they were
experiencing with their existing test management tools. It had a nice interface, worked with
any browser and it would easily integrate into
all the other tools. The company opted for
Sofware-as-a-Service (SaaS) delivery.
Octane is an application lifecycle management (ALM) solution that is designed to support high-velocity, lean and agile teams as
well as delivering software through DevOps
pipelines. It exists to support the demand for
faster delivery of engaging applications with
high-quality and excellent performance.
ALM Octane is part of the Micro Focus ALM
product and integrates with both Micro Focus
Agile Manager and the traditional Micro Focus
ALM.NET platform to allow teams to easily
share assets and report across projects.

Results

Speed and improved time-to-market are
WWT’s instant advantages of using Octane
as Whitaker explains: “It’s part of our whole
DevOps transformation. We’ve been able to
take some of our development groups from
one month to production down to one week
and we think we can get that down to one hour.
“With the new pipeline we are developing,
maybe we can do up to 10 deployments every
day. What that means to the business is that

they can get their features faster and if they
get a feature that isn’t correct, they get a faster
feedback loop and we can fix it.”
Automated processes are the key to streamlined efficiency and WWT hopes that, with
Octane, it will be able to implement total
DevOps with push-button deployments. With
all the automated tests in place, once a developer puts a change into the GitHub, it will go
all the way to production with no intervention.
The choice of SaaS delivery has also brought
benefits. “Using the SaaS solution allows us to
focus on quality assurance and not on maintaining the software and applications. It’s automatically updated with new features every six
weeks and I have noticed no instability due to
these upgrades,” says Whitaker. “We are also
able to scale our licenses up and down with
a phone call and it really reduced the cost of
entry for us to try out the new solution.
“The team perceive it as having value and resulting in a good customer experience. They
are able to work in the tool they want to work
in and all information can flow back and forth
where it needs to be.”
Looking to the future, WWT will be using
Octane to the full to support plans for a big
Oracle upgrade and the removal of its Oracle
environment from on-premise to cloud.
Learn more at
https://software.microfocus.com/en-us/
products/alm-octane/overview
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